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The poper argues that emotion is not a wlthit phenomena that falls outside

the bounds of systems theory' It is a lzading element in the system thd

organises inierarctiarc between intimates' To leaue emotion unaddressed is

tu miss a cruciat part of the cofltext of close relationships' Emotiona-l ex-

pression is the nnin route bt which parh'ters and family members define-

their relationships and influJnce eaci other's behavior' It is the music of

the aftrchment dance. Tie fastest an'd most direct way to create change in

relationships may be to chan'ge this music and' actively evoke the emotions

tlnt elicit caring, compassion and contad'

until recently, emotion has been relatively neglected in the psychotherapy litera-

ture. In fact, as Mahoney (1991, p- 192) points out' intense affect has been

viewed as a..disorgani,ing innu"n.e in adaption, and an impediment to rational-

rty and a dangerolrs forJe in the conduci of our everyday lives'" Similarly'

emotion has been consider€d unimportant or even subversive to systemic theory

-O,ftoup"uric practice (Krause,-lgg3t' Regently' however' there has been a

new focus on emotion as a positive adaptive force' There is now more and more

acknowledgementthat'"gug'ogwithemotionsisindispensableforrationa]de-
cision making, and that eio"tioi plays a pdmary and unique role i1 self-regula-

tion and the organization of s6cial inieraction (Frijda, 1986: Greenberg &

Saftan, 1987; Johnson & Greenberg, 1994)' The systemic perspective developed

as an altemative to intrapsychic liodels of functioning' This perspete has

;*;Jty viewed emotion as a "withinl' phenomena that does not need to be

addressedinordertomodifywhathappens..between'participantsininterac.
rions. In fact, a rigid oi"tr"ii*v of *ittin and between is not apparent in the

dramaofcloserelationships.S.elfandsystemcontinuallyinteractanddefine
each other; dancer and O*i" t* intertwined' Emotion is perhaps most usefully
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viewed as a vital part of any relational system, and as a prime player in the

change process in marial and family therapy. To change a powerful interac-

tional cycle, and to have that change last, tlrcrapists need "dynamite" (Nichols,

1987). To harness the power of emotional responses may be the most effective

route to that change.

While on the one hand there is a growing recognition of the need to include

emotion in marital and family therapies (Johnson & Greenberg, 1994), it seems

that marital and family therapists are moving further and further away ftom

addressing the ways in which family members experience their relationships,

and into somewhat impersonal techniques and abstract epistemologies (Nichols'

1987). The field of marital therapy has recently been accused of ignoring the

sine qua non of most long-term adult relationships, namely love (Roberts, 1992),

and family therapy articles refer to nurturance as a'heglected dimension" in

therapy with adolescents (Mackay, 1996). There is an irony in the fact that

interventions that focus on the most personal and emotional of contexts, inti-

mate relationships, arc so easily perceived as impersonal. The tendency to ig-

nore emotion, and to equate closeness and dependency with enmeshment and

"merger" (Green & Werner, 1996), has perhaps been fostered by patriarchal

models ofmental health that prize rationality, separateness, and self-sufficiency

in family relationships (Suney, 1985),

From the point of view of theory development, the exclusion of affect and

individual concepts of motivation has led to a lack of clarity and parsimony.

The most basic tenet of systems theory is that interactions are organized and

predictable. The question must arise then, organized by what? Systems theory

has put the motivation, the guiding force, into the system' The concept of the

'trnction" of symptomatology in systemic therapies (as in children develop

symptoms in order to keep their parents together, so families "need" symptoms),

is now mostly considered misleading and unhelpful (Bogdan, 1986)- It can be

viewed as an attempt to fill the gap genemted by the lack of focus on individual

needs and prc,cesses (such as affect regulation) which are crucial in priming and

rnaintaining dysfirnctional interactions.
Research and theory development on the nature of affect, and its role in hu-

man interaction and in therapeutic change, has increased dramatically over lhe

last decade, even if it has not been generally applied in the systemic therapies.

Theorists such as lzard (1977) define ten discrete primary emotions: anger, joy,

surprise, fear, interesg distress/sadness, disgust contempt, shame, and guilt.

Emotional expression and communication has been shown to be a primary self-

regulator. It tells us what is important to us and primes actions oriented to our

immediate needs. It organizes responses to envitonmental stimuli. It is also a

primary regulator of the behavior of others towards the communicator (Stern,

1985; Tronick, 1989). Emotional expression tells others how we are defining

the relationship, and it pulls for particular reqponses from them. Anger pulls for
attention and conpliance as weeping pulls for compassion.
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Emotion is best understood as a synthesis of physiological arousal and sen-

sation, cognitive appraisals in the form of initial perceptions and more different-

iated appraisals, and compelling action tendencies (Lazarus & Lazarus, 1994;

Grcenberg & Safran, 1987). So, for example, I see the stripes in the forest, I go

hot, I understand that it is a tiger, and I run. This complex information process-

ing system offers us a rich source of feedback about our reactions to our envi-

ronment, and is designed to rapidly reorganize behavior in the service of our

basic needs and concerns without complex symbolic processing. Intense emo-

tions tend to override other cues: they have control precedence (Frijda, 1986).

This seems to be particularly true for negative emotion, which may be viewed

as an alann system that compels attention and rapidly organizes the organism

to respond to threat.

The importance of emotion in intimate relationships has become clearer and

clearer in the last few years. Rigorous research on distressed interactions be-

tween adult intimates suggests that the core elements of such interactions are

absorbing states of negative affect (where everything leads in, nothing leads

out) and rigid negative interaction patterns (such as critical, contemptuous atlack

followed by disunce and stonewalling). The facial expression of emotion during

disagreements between spouses has been found to accurately predict marital

stability and satisfaction over a period of three years (Gottrnan, 1991, 1994).

This should not be surprising in the light of communication theory, which

stresses that the command or analogic level of communication, that is, com-

munication which defines the relationship between speakers, is conveyed by

nonverbal emotional signals. Thus, a curl of the lip and a harsh tone can imme-

diately define a relationship as dangerous, and will automatically evoke comple-

mentary responses, such as defensive distance, in the listener. The harsh tone is

also more likely to be believed, and to define the interaction, than any mitigating

content that is communicated. Emotional tone creates the context for, and gives

the color to, verbal content.

Emotion is so cenfal in this context ttrat if there is no emotional response

there is no relationship. As Gergen suggests, "Emotions do not 'have an impact

on' social life; they constitute social life" (199a, p. 222). Ultifrlxely, it then

makes sense that the lack of sustainable emotional engagement between inti-

mates has been found to predict the fuhrre of dissolution of relationships better

than the number, content, or resolution level of disagreements (Gottman &

Levenson, 1986). Lack of emotional engagement has also been associated with

lack of success in marital therapy (Jacobson & Addis' 1993)'

The picture that seems to emerge from this body of research is that the power

of rigid negative interaction pattems, with which alt systemic therapists are fa-

miliar, is not simply about interpersonal homeostasis or systemic coherence

(Dell, 1982). It is primed and maintained by powerfrrl, attachment-related affect

that reflects our basic sense of security in the world, and whether we can get

others to respond to our needs. In distessed systems, negative patterns of in-
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teraction, and patterns of processing and/or regulating negative affect, be-
corne "stuck"---{eciprocally determining and self-reinforcing (Johnson, 1996:
Greenberg &Johnson, 1988). The rules ofthe relationship (how interactions are
organized), and the ways in which emotion is processed and expressed, then
mesh in a way that constructs rigid interactional positions and limits emotional
engagement- so, the more rejected I feel and the more difficult that experience
is for me to deal with, the more likely I am to angrily attack you. In turn, the
more likely you are to react with fear or anger and to distance further, which
then evokes more rejection from me. so emotional responses create and reflect
interaction pattems, and interaction patterns create and reflect smotional re-
sponses.

Emotions are context for-and give meaning to-interactions, and interac-
tions are context for emotional responses. Systems therapists believe in the
power of contexL They believe that it is impossible to understand and change
social phenomena without putting things in context. we have been clear that
dysfunctional patterns take on a life of their own, and are compelling in the
extreme. ff we are really to apply the principles of systems theory (focusing on
context and wholeness), perhaps the other intrapsychic halfofthe feedback loop
(ernotional experience and how it is consEucted and processed) needs to be
included. Then we may have a whole picture and be able to really predict and
explain the compelling drama of distressed interactions, and so most effectively
change these interactions.

what are the various roles emotion plays in family relationships, and how do
these roles rcsonate with the systemic perspective?

EMOTIONAL RESPONSES ORGANIZE
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN INTIMATES

A system has been defined as a "set of objects together with relationships be-
tween the objects and their attribures" (Hall & Fagan, 1956, p. lg). The .,ob-
jects" referred to here are persons, for whom a cnrcial aspect of their existence
is their emotional life^ one of the most irrportant "attributes" they possess is
how they express that emotional life and so communicate with others. imotional
expression defines the nature of attachment relationships. As John Bowlby has
suggested (Bowlby, 1980, p. 40), "Many of the most intense emotions arise
during the formation, the maintenance, the disruption and the renewal of attach-
ment relationships. The formation of a bond is described as falling in love,
maintaining a bond as loving someone, and losing a parher as grieving over
someone. similarly, threat of loss arouses anxiety, and actual loss gives rise to
sorrow; whilst each of these situations is likely to arouse anger. The unchal-
lenged maintenance of a bond is experienced as a source of security and the
renewal of a bond as a source ofjoy."
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It may be useful to differentiate the concept of systems. An ecological systern

or a business parhership is different from the systems most therapists deal with
in marital and family therapy. In all relationships, but especially in attachment
relationships, emotion is a primary signaling system that organizes interactions,

defining key dimensions such as closeness/distance and controUsubmission.
Emotional cues pull Jor responses from others. The essence of systems theory
is that in a relationship each person's behavior or responses constict and dictate,

that is organize, the behavior or responses of the other. In attachment relation-
ships, it is emotional signals that are the most significant factor in this organiza-

tion. For example, my anger makes it difficult for you to do anything but fight
back or run for cover. My weeping, on the other hand, pulls for you to see me

as vulnerable and to approach and comfort me. The reprocessing, regulation, or
modification of affect may then be the most powerful and efhcient way to
change this organization, just as the most efficient way to change a dance is to
alter the music.

EMOTION IS PRIMARY IN ORGANIZING INDTVIDUAL
PARTNERS INTERACTIONAL POSITION

Emotion evokes and organizes key attachment responses towards significant
others, such as the expression of compassion and affection, that are difficult to
engender in any other way. In intimate relationships, the action tendency that is

part of emotion is the prime mover in interactions with those we depend on.

Emotions such as fear direct our attention to danger cues, color our perception

of ow partner, and prime us to defend ourselves by becoming distant or even

aftacking.
Emotional arousal also primes core cognitions that may not have been ac-

cessed or formulate4 let alone voiced, in interactions with the partner. This is

particularly true for core cognitions concerning self and others that fuel distess,
such as the notion that one is unlovable. These cogrritions can then be modified
and/or used to expand interactions. For example, to talk about my doubts about

my own self worth with my partner is very diffsrent from blaming him./her for
my feelings of being unloved. Emotional arousal also accesses peoples needs

and wants. It is when fear about abandonment or rejection arises that I am most

in torch with my need for connection and comfort. This is also when, with the

help of the therapisg I am most able to formulate and express my needs and

fears in a way that facilitates connection and positive interactions with my part-

ner or other family members.
As the construction of experience expands, so the partners interactionai posi-

tion also expands and allows for more flexible responses (Johnson, 1996). For

example, when a husband is able to include in his awareness and formulate his

craving for his wife's affection and his fear of her distance, he can begin to
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include this in his interactions with her, expressing his sense of loss and fear,
rather than staying angry and blaming her. To have a whole picture, and to
understand the relationships between parts of a system (people), we need to
consider not only how context limits and shapes a person's experience and per-
spective, but also how an individual's ongoing construction ofexperience helps
to create context and define relationships. How I construct, process, and regulate
my affect often controls how I present myself and initiate contact with, or re-
spond to, intimate others. Constricted ways of processing and regulating affect
naturally give rise to inflexible, stuck interactional cycles.

EMOTION AND SYSTEMS TIIEORY

The central concertrs of systems theory, namely, a focus on wholeness, the or-
ganization of elements in that wholeness, the process of communication and the
circular feedback loops that characterize such communication, all seem to me
to require the consideration of emotion. If we consider wholeness, systems the-
ory states that we cannot understand a living organism outside its social conrexr
and/or by focusing on one part or element of it. To focus on external behavior
and ignore the emotion that primes such behavior would seem to violate that
principal of wholeness. Just as we cannot understand behavior out of its social
context, we also cannot understand behavior out of the context of personal
meanings and emotional responses. In attachment relationships, emotion is a, if
not the, primary link between seH and system, between inner experience and
interaction.

One of the sfrengths of systems theory is that the systemic focus on process,
on pattem and sequence, is able to transcend the inner/outer dichotomy. This
focus on process, whether it concerns inner experience or interactions with a
parmer, seems to be part of a larger general shift where process forms of expla-
nation seem to be replacing more static structural views of personality and psy-
chological functioning (Mahoney, 1991). Many phenomena, previously seen in
simple linear inbapsychic tems, are now viewed as multi-determined, multi-
faceted, and interacting in a general context, that is, they are seen from a more
systemic perspective. In general, models of dysfunction seem to be moving
away from a singular focus on inner or outer determinants-from static concepts
to process models. These models focus on how problems evolve and are contin-
ually constnrcted in people's lived experience through an interaction of many
interconnected elements. Models of self are now more process oriented, and
models of disorders such as depression are focusing more and more on behavior
as nultifacete4 determined by many elements, and maintained by intrapsychic
and interpenonal feedback loops (Andrews, 1989).

The systems perspective has impacted how "intrapsychic" problems are now
seen in areas outside marital and family therapy, and systems theory is uniquely
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suited to address a reality that we increasingly see as ever changing, complex,

and able to be organized and perceived in many differing ways-in ways that

incorporate the within as well as the between. It has been said that a focus on

process leads inevitably to a view of causality as circular. Once we focus on

how reality evolves and changes, we see not simple cause and effect, but that

many interacting elements organize and coaiesce to create first one reality and

then another. The systemic principle of equifinality states that process deter-

mines outcome (Segal & Bavelas, 1983). Many beginnings can then lead to the

same outcome, and the same beginning can lead to quite different outcomes,

because process can override initial conditions and become the sole causal fac-

tor. One way of viewing a process such as marital therapy then, is that rigid
constricted pattems and feedback loops are expanded and made more flexible,

and that this process involves and then redefines both inner and outer realities.

How can auending to affect, and how it is constructed intrapsychically, im-

pact the interactional position an individual adopts, and hence a relational sys-

tem? This is an important question, since, if we are not clear how to use affect

in the change process, we will probably avoid it. Affect that is not attended to

can, and often will, block other avenues of change. We may encourage clients

to act in spite of their feetings, or try to contain their feelings and act in accor-

dance with insight or a new perspective, but often this does not work. Minuchin

and Fishman (1981) point out that cognitive constructions per se are rarcly pow-

erfirl enough to change complex interactional systems, whereas emotion is com-

pellirrg and intensihes therapeutic messages. The second question is, how can

emotional experience and expression be used to cteate shifts in patterns ofinter-
action, and so reorganize a system?

One approach to couples ttrerapy, Emotionally Focused Marital Therapy

@Fl), now one of the two best empirically validated approaches to couples

therapy (Alexander, Holtzworth-Munroe, & Jameson, 1994)' integrates systemic

and experiential techniques, addressing both the ongoing construction and pro-

cessing of emotional responses in individual parfners and the patterns of interac-

tion in a distressed relationship. EFT uses expanded emotional responses to

create new interactional responses, and restructures interaction patterns to im-

pact parhers emotional responses. This approach is also used with families
(Johnson, 1996). EFT has been found to be effective with a wide variety

of couples in eight to twelve sessions, although very distressed couples may

need more. The process of change is outlined in nine steps, and three key change

events have been specified. There are also studies on the process of change

(Johnson & Greenberg, 1988), on who is best suited for this approach (Johnson

& Talinnan, 199?), and on effectiveness at two-year follow-up (Walker & Man-

iou 1997). EFT is based upon the assumption that a focus on emotional experi-

ence and interpersonal interactions, and how they evoke each other, is necessary

for second order change in couples therapy. Second order change (Watzlawick,

Weakland, & Fisch, 1974) involves the reorganization of a system into a new
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fonn, rather than simply modifying the elements. EFT also lrssumes that this
change involves new integrations of emotional experience and new interactional
even8 that foster the creation of secure attachment between partners. The EFT
therapist moves between helprng partners to explore and expand their emotional
responses and setting erpressive tasks in the session that reorganize the interao
tional dance. Distress is viewed within the framework of attachment theory
(Bowlby, 1969), and there is an ernphasis on specifically reprocessing the emo-
tional responses that organize attachment behaviors.

In EFr, an interactional position that is organized around critical anger may
evolve in therapy into a position organized around the expression of the fear
associated with separation disfress. The other parher then tends to move from a
distant unavailable position to a closer one that fosters connection and emotional
engagement. As the experience and expression of affect changes, so .hew" 

emo-
tions prime new responses towards the parher (such as asking for comfort) and
evoke new responses from the partner (such as approaching and comforting). A
new sequence or patterfl of responses then occun that changes the nature ofthe
relationship.

ff we consider a new expression of emotion that fanslates into a new interper-
sonal response-for example, if I express vulnerability instead of attacking you
from a coercive position-how does this then reorganize and redefirne ttre rela-
tionship? This event may impact the relationship in many different ways and on
many different levels. some of these may be listed as follows. (l) I experience
myself as sad and grieving and can then access and formulate my need for
comfort and reassurance. (2) r talk about this rather than my partner's faiiings,
(3) I access that part of my fear has to do witl how I define myself. (4) I owl
my fears about myself, and therefore my sensitivity to signs of rejection from
you. It is then possible that you will reflect back to me a more accepting and
reassuring view of who I am (and the therapist will certainly do thisj. t5J rray
grief naturally evokes empathy in you (previous work has allowed you io ue
more open in tte relationship) and pulls you closer to me; this contrasts witl
your previous distance. The nature of my emotional expression primes new
approach behavior from you, rather than fight flight or freeze responses. (6)
Your perception of me expands to include this new experience. I appear less
dangerous to you and you begin to make less negative attributions alout my
behavior. (7) You are able to respond to me and comfort me and experience a
new sense of efficacy in the relationship that fosters your emotional engage-
mgnt I then begin to perceive you as a source of comfort and security, -atingit less necessary that I keep my guard up in future interactions. (g) ihis emo-
tional event also reframes and changes the meaning of previous interactions,
where we were caught in a negative cycle of attack and withdraw. The new
act in the relationship drama contains key elements that redefine the play; the
relationship is now defined as one where this kind of confiding is posiiuie ana
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is an alternative to the negative cycle. The relationship is perceived differently.

This event is a prototypical bonding event that elicits powerful emotion, giv-

ing the event validity and immense significance, and fostering attachment secu-

rity in both partners. Partners experience this in terms of, "for me it is safe to

need and for you it is reassuring to be needed." Interactional positions have

shifted in this event and a new cycle has begun. The parhers have moved closer

and can emotionally engage (and so weather future storms), and they are more

equal in being able to impact each other and the relationship.

Having considered how one event, the expression of vulnerability, can rede-

fine a relationship, it may be useful to look at the nine steps of EFT, and con-

siderhow reprocessing emotion impacts the therapy process and is able to reor-

ganize interactions.
In ttre fint two steps of EF'T the therapist creates an alliance with the couple

or family and has them describe their relationship and their view of the problem

(the prncess of assessment in EFT is outlined elsewhere (Johnson, 1996)). The

therapist formulates the problematic interactional pattem that characterizes the

relationship. At this stage the therapist's reflection and validation of emotional

experience, his/trer empathic attunement, helps to build the alliance and create

safety in the session. This alliance then helps to regulate the secondary reactive

affect (such as anger) that the couple brings into the first sessions. The descrip
tion of the negative cycle provides a context for, and thus renders legitimate

and understandable, the parmen emotional and interactional responses. Each

paftner begins to see how he/she helps to generate the others emotional reality

and responses, without blaming the self or the other. They begin to understand

the emotional impact they have on each other, and how both are caught in the

negative cycle.
In steps 3 and 4 of EFT, the therapist focuses upon the emotions underlying

each partner's interactional position, and formulates the problem in terms of
the cycle and resulting emotional experience. The secondary reactive emotional

responses that are obvious in the problem interactional cycle are now expanded.

Primary affect, often previously left out of individual parfrIer's awareness, is

explored and articulated. So a withdrawn passive partner will begin to access

her fear of her parfirer's judgement and rejection, and formulate her helplessness

in the face of this experience. An attachment perspective is used to frame

and validate such responses. As newly formulated responses, such as the help
lessness referred to above, are expressed to the partner, this expression expands

the narrow pattem of interactions, creating a new compelling element in the

system. This element is heightened and "held" by the therapist, so that it is not

lost in the usual negative pattem of interactions, but begins to evoke new re-

sponses in the other partner. The new element begins to reorganize existing

patrerns.

In steps 5 and 6 of EFT, the therapist continues to help partners formulate
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and own their attachment related emotionai responses that were often previously

avoided, and to help them accept and integrate these responses into their view

of tt"ir-rpoore andthe interaction. The with&awn partner, referred t'o above,

trreo mrry 
"raims 

the frozen paralysis that is part of her helplessness, and articu-

lates ho; this evokes fteeze or flight reactions to her spouse' She is already

Jeating with her helplessness in a new way when she expresses this to her

partnei, and the sense of helplessness itself begins to evolve and elicit new

iog"itio* and behaviors. For example, a sharp awareness of her fear elicits an

aclon tendency to assert her needs and desires and tell her spouse that she will

not come close if he cannot change his judgemental behavior' This is a shift in

her position, fiom automatic defensive withdrawal towards a proactive redefini-

tion of the relationship, and to emotional engagement. The therapist ttren sup-

ports her partnel to accept her new definition. Attachment longings and desires

L" fuUy articulated in these steps, and this process expands the sense of self'

the inteiactional position, and ultimately the pattern of interactions or cycle.

In step r of EFI, partners complete the exploration and reformulation of

negative-affect, and ask for their aftachrnent needs to be met in a way that pulls

foia positive response from the partner. This is the beginning of a new cycle,

characterized by positive emotional engagement. A distant withdrawer can now

maintain contact with her spouse, and defines the relationship in a way that

prompts the other spouse to proceed through these steps. Powerful new emo-

iionut Uonaiog events occur aS part of this process, that constitute a second order

change (Watzlawick, et al., 1974)- A new dance is initiated that makes the rules

of tiie old dance redundant. These events create patterns that are powerfirl

enough to withstand the occasional reemergence of the original negative interac-

tions-anO create lasting change. In the finat steps of EFT (steps 8 and 9)' this

shift is consolidated and sfrengthened. New response pattems are integrated into

the couple's everyday life, and the couple finds new solutions to old issues and

p.g*uii" problems, as they dialogUe in a context of emotional engagement and

secure attachment.
To summarizg affect organizes how I move towards (or away from) my

partner in the interactional dance, and how I define the dance- The affect I

"*pr"*, 
also sigrals my partner, and primes and organizes his/her moves- If I

**t to efficiently and powerfully choreograph a new dance, how can I leave

out the music? It has been suggested (Nichols, 1987) that there is room for a

photographer or a therapist to use both a telescopic (exploring the individual's

"*p"tlln*) 
and a wide-angle (focusing on the interpersonal interaction) lens; in

fact,usingonlyonecanbemisleadingandundulylimiting'particularlyinthe
context of intimate attachment relationships'

The systernic perspective has been particularly associated with changing inter-

actions L"f*on family members. It seems appropriate, therefore, to present a

mother and daughter case, rathef than a couple problem, to illustrate how a

focus on affect fits within a systendc framework'
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CASE EXAMPLE; HOLD ME TIGHT BEFORE I GO

Olga was tall, strikingly pretty, and articulate. She was seventeen, but could

easily have passedfortwenty. She was diagnosed as bulimic and depressed, and

had not responded to the group therapy forbulimics offered at the local hospital.

She was also assessed as gifed, but had recently almost failed her grade in

school. She was now entering her last year of high school.

Laura, Olga's mother, was 36 years old, small, pretty, and rather harried

looking. She worked as a nurse. Olga's father had left the family when Olga

was nine years old" and now lived in another city, maintaining very minimal

contact with his daughter. Olga also had a small brother Timmy, who was now

five. l,aura was dating Ted, a colleague at work. From the time Olga was 5

until she was 8 years old, Laura had been extremely ilI. She was diagnosed with

lupus at one poin! and was considered terminal. This illness had then gone into

remission. Laura stated that she felt she had leaned on Olga too much during

this time, and also when Olga's father had left her.

Olga had then experienced her mother being very ill, her father leaving' the

anival of Timmy (conceived by her mother in a brief liaison), and her mother

recently initiating a new relationship. She had also recently broken up with her

boyftiend at school. Olga said that she resented Timmy when he was born, but

now liked being his big sister. She took care of him when her mother wont out

on dates with Ted, whom she "approved of."
The first session started with Laura striding into the room and, before she

even introduced herself to me, announcing that she was not going to be "blamed

and attacked' or "labeled" as the cause of Olga's problems. Olga muttered tear-

fully that she just wanted to improve her relationship with her mother. Laura

and Olga then told the therapist their history and their views of the bulimia,

which had started when Olga was fifteen, after a period of dieting- Laura admit-

ted that with all the'bomings and goings and ups and downs," Olga had had a

hard time growing up. Laura spoke of her daughter as being very bright and

independent, and had suggested olga move out to live with a cousin for her last

year of school. This would be good both for Olga and for herself, since Olga

was now being very "difficult," refusing to help her in the house, and being
,.aggressive." Olga did criticize her mother in the session. She criticized her

mother's parenting of Timmy, and her mother's "incompetence and weakness"

in dealing with men. Laura would occasionally explode and strike baclg but

generally she stayed cool and removed, stating that it was time for Olga to start

her own joumey as an adult" and stand on her own two feet.

The pattern of interactions between mother and daughter was clear- Olga

criticized, complained" and became upset, while Laura was more removed and

defended. She said that Olga should really be ready to move out on her own by

now, as she had been at her age. Once this pattern was identified, it was ac-

cepted by both parties (Step 2 of EFT). Both were able to see how this pattem

11
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consfiained their interactions and maintained their distress' Olga's critical com-

plaints seemed to me to be primed by anger and- an underlying sense of desper-

ut"o"r, and sadness, I focused on, and expanded' Olga's comments' such as

.lou are so aloof," ..you don't care if I leave and get sick," and "ifl go to you

with problems, you just push me away.r' As- I reflected, validated, evoked, and

heighiened Olga's affective responses, she began to look sad and teary. With

m/nep, olga was able to formulate ttrat she felt alone and abandoned by her

mom (Step i, formulating underlying emotions)' I asked Olga to fy to express

*resefeetingsdirectlytohermother,whothenbecameverysilent'
From an attachment point of view, Olga seemed to be insecure and protesting

Laura's seeming unavaiiability (her boyfriend, job, and younger child did take

up most of Laura's time). otga's expressions of anger and defiance around

cirores primed Laura's withdrawai, while Laura's cool distance evoked olga's

desperateness and sadness. As I placed each one's emotional responses in the

.ont"*t of the cycle, Olga was able to tell her mom that she felt she was on the

,.outside,' of her mom's life with Timmy and Ted. she had no sense of belong-

ing in fhe family. This was exacerbated when her mother repeatedly suggested

tnlt it was time she left. My sense was that Olga needed to know she belonged

before she could leave.

As Laura and Olga felt validated and heard in the sessions, the problem cycle

began to deescalate. olga began to complete more chores at home, and argu-

ments Were fewer and less explosive. Laura also began to spend some time with

her daughter. This deescalation of the cycle is a first order change (watzlawick

et al., 19?4). In the middle steps of EFT, new formulations of emotional re-

sponses are expressed by each person, which prime new responses in the other-

T}e interaction expands to include new attachment behaviors that foster a more

secure bond. trt;s look at a snapshot that captures how Laura and Olga

changed their interactional positions and so redefined their attachment relation-

ship.
ir session 3, Laura begins to talk of the stresses in her life, how overwhelmed

she is, and how olga refuses to help in the house. olga responds angrily by

stating that she babysits Timmy and that's enough. I decide that, if possible, it

is time to foster a shift to a more engaged stance for Laura'

LAURA: (to otga') I know you had a hard time. Your dad left, and then I dated,

and I had Timmy, and you were alone lots. But you are so aggressive. I don't

understand why you are so angry at me. I have to bite my tongue all the time

not to get into a big frght (she tears)'

SUE J: How do you feel as you say this, Laura?

LAURA: What" Oh! I don't know.

OLGA: I can't say anything to you, I don't get to have any feelings at all. You

just defend Yourself'
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SUE I: Can we stop here just a minute?

;;URA, (I"rkin[ out the window, speaking to Olga) You're always angry'

that's the "feeling" I see'

OLGA:No'Youdon,tlikeitiflaskforcaringeittrer.It'slikelshouldn'tneed
iL You tell me I have to be independent'

SUn l, 1l stay focused on Laura aid ask in a quiet vorce) What is happentng'

taura? What happens us yoo h"u' your daughter's anger and disappointment?

(no reply). You are holding your arms across your chest' holding yourself'

lwrnfl (I-a'ura tums her Uoai awoy from her daughter and tears)' What do

you hear Olga saying to you in her anger?

LAURA: She's attackin g;", Qong pauie' her voice begins to tremble)' She's

- 
saying I'm a bad mom (she t*itlo*t and loolcs out the window)'

SUf i, tsrfly) That's wtrai you hear in Olga's anger' her frustration' thatyou're

abadmom?Andwhenyouhearthatyouwanttogetaway'toputdistance
between You and that message?

LAIIRA: (She tums and laoksit *", hu voice is resigned) Yes' it's always the

same.

SUE J: What happens to you when you hear that message?

LAURA: (long pause, 
'hL 'o*po"' herself' her tone is now calm\ I think it's

reallY her dad she's angry at'

SUE J: (so.fily) What n;;; when you hear-Olga's anger atyor] ]-aura].

LAURA: (She sighs onii'" voice trembles) I think she's right' I haven't been

a good mom ltong paiel'I was so sick when she was little and so unhappy

with her dad. I tried io *ut" her independent' If I was dying she had to be

strong. I remember her saying, "don't worry mom' I'll take care of you" (she

tears, covers her Tace in ie'lwnai' I wanted to make this perfect childhood

for her and I couldn't do it' And I guess I'm still blowing it'

SUE J: That hurts Laura. to say ttrat? (lhe nods)' It hurts to feel tike you couldn't

protect her and make everything okay'

LAURA: (She rnds vigorouily anl stares at the floor) Olga calls me nalnes

sometimes, names like bitch' She was so mad when I got pregnant with

Timmy. she said ..io* 0., I do that." I split from Timmy's dad partly

because or *r" *uy t" was so distant with btga (she glances around the

room, agitated, as if slw's looking for an exit')'

SUE J: Olga really has the power to upset you' throw you off balance' if you

hear. ' . '
LAURA: (She intercupts and leans towards me) I'm a target' that's why I sug-

gest she leave. I "Jt 't-a 
it, the tension' We'd have a better relationship

ifshemovedout.Iflgouptoherroom'Ineverknowwhat'sgoingto
happen' I never know when she'll suddenly get mad'

SUE J: And yoo'." *^ia oit'"' *g"t and hearing that messag'e' that you disap

pointed her as a *o* itlt" nodl)' Sometimes you feel bad that maybe you
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don't think that you've been a good mom to olga. It didn't work oxt the way

you wanted it. (This is an interpretation. I added a new elernent, fear, to her

description oJ her exPerience)'

LAURAI(Sheleanstoward'sne)Yes'yes,andlgetsooverwhelmed.Looking
after everybody and never feeling good at it'

SUEJ:Tryingtolookaftereverybodyandneverfeelingthatyou'redoingit
right, that's hard. Can you tell your daughter, "I get so hurt by the idea that

I disappointed you as a mom, I can',t stay close and hear that message, I have

to pull back." Can You tell her?

OLGA:(Sheleansforward,hervoicehasaveryconciliatorytone)Mom'1I
was hard, but you did what you could, I don't feel like you've failed. You

gave me tots. lstre leaw towards her mother) I just can't get close to you!

L.C.=URA, well, I did fail, I was sick. I couldn't stop your dad leaving, and now

you're tfuowing up (cries). Even if I try' I never say the right thing to you

and then you get mad. I can't get it right' (Step 5' She weeps)'

suE J: It's so hard, so painful for you, this sense that you somehow aren't the

mum you want to be (Inura nods- I turn to OISa) AEa, can you hear how

your anger opens this door for your mom, this door into all her fears that she

somehow failed You as a mom?

OLGA: (Speakingvery intently) Yes' but she didn'g that,s notit. She gets all

defensive' I just want her to comfort me, to help me with my feelings when

I'm scared or uPset.

suE J: In fact, she's so important to you, her comfort and closeness is so

importanttoyou,that'swhatyou'refightingfo{!(olganodsetnphatically).
Because that contact with her has protected you, it has been a safe haven for

you in the past. It has helped you to survive and now you can't fird it, is
that it?

OLGA: (Empathbally) Yes. (Sfte looks up at her mom)

SUE J: Can you tell her? (I motion with my hand towards La'ura)

oLGA: (Tunts to her mother, in an intense pleading voice) Mom, I'm strong.

You helped me be that way, but please don't push me away, not now. Grow-

ing up is scary, you know. I just need to know you're there'

I-AURA: (Tears and reaches over and holds her daughter')

In the process incapsulated here, Laura becomes more accessible and respon-

sive to hei daughter. She is able to articulate her sense of failure and get reassur-

ance from her daughter (step 7 of EFT). Olga then begins to ask for reassurance

and contact, rather than attacking her mother, and this continued in the followiug

sessions. olga was able to seek reassurance that her mother still needed and

wanted the closeness with her; that moving out didn't mean losing her mom.

This process positively influenced olga's depression, and helped to bring her

mothir and Otga closer. I probed as to how the bulimic symptoms fit into the

problem cycle. Olga rus ible to explore this topic and clarify that the cue for
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her tluowing up was her feeling of being alone and unimportant in her family.

This then elicited all her doubts about her own selfworth and value'

olga began seeking out her mother or her best friend when she felt like

bingeing and throwing up. She was also able to take her sadnesses about her

dad;s distance to her mom, and to have her mom listen and comfort her. For

Laura, the discovery that she could help her daughter by her presence, that she

did not have to solve olga's problems or make reparation for the past, helped

her stay connected with Olga. Laura specified her conditions for remaining open

and involved. she put limits on olga's expression of anger (no name calling),

and insisted Olga express her needs rather than become aggressive'

Olga was able to tell her mother of her need for reassurance and closeness,

and acknowledge her hostile behavior. Laura also acknowledged that since

Timmy was born she had neglected olga, and olga was able to accept this and

understand some of her mother's stress. The relationship became safer, closer,

and more equal. Both were able to confide in and support each other. After

seven sessions, therapy ended, and a few months later olga moved out to live

with her cousin, she began to do well in school, and reported her bulimia was

no longer a problem. In the last session, I helped Laura ask her daughter to
,.help me be the mom you want me to be." olga was then able to express regret

for ier past aggression towards her mother. The fact that Olga was able to

redefine the relationship as a safe attachment meant that she could now also

move into more autonomy and independence. Therapy ended with mother and

daughter being able to comfort and reassure each other; new music had orga-

nized a new dance.

Bertalanffy (1968) suggests that not all elements in a system are equal. There

are "leading parts" that control other elements (p. 213)' He goes on to suggest

ftrat "a srnali change in leading parts can cause a large change in the total

system." Clinical expefience in EFT, and in using this model with families' has

taught us that new information, and cognitive and behavioral shifts per se, are

noias effective in creating this kind of general change. It does not seem to be

ffue that restructuring any element will create systernic reorganization' although

this was accepted systemic doctrine at one time. However, changing a "leading

part,'seems to create such a change, and create it efficiently and reliably, at

ieast when the part in question is the emotion tlnt organizes interaction'
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